
"The Shieling", 
162 Church Road, 

Frampton Cotterell, 
BRISTOL BS17 2ND. 

Tel.Winter'oourn3 773158 	 15-3-1981 

Dear Mr,Richards, 
Thank you for your draft of the article on the history 

of Corston. I believed that I was charged with the duty of commenting 
on your references - their formulation and relationship to the text - but 
I hope that I may also,without any intention of offending you,preface 
what I have to say on that point with a few other observations On stylistic 
matters.Perhaps any remarks on this point may help you in the preparation 
of any paper you may write in the future. 

You say !'jt became my part-to try and pull together what was known 
and present it in a way that the village would appreciate". Quite honestly 
I think you are still at it and I doubt very much if any readers of the 
article in its present form would share that appreciation. You have put 
a lot of hard work into it but spoil much of what you have done by 
irrelevance ,imbalance ,awkward confess iions,generalisations and above all 
facetiousness.For Heaven's sake try to tell a plain unvarnished tale 
with some kind of consistent rerspective and leave out such remarks as:- 

"wouldn't it be interesting to now why" (p.2.) 
"stop press news" (p.3) 
"what a disaster" (p.3) 

My next point concerns expression and clarity of thought. Why write 
"It became my part... 	(p.1) which is rather clumsy and better 

suited to German syntax than English. 
"boundaries...all slightly different but all essentially of the same..." 

They are,lVIr.Richards,either different or they are the same-They cannot be both. 
What you want to say is:- 

"There are three Anglo-Saxon charters of the boundaries of Corston 
each differing from one another in-matters of detail..,". 

V'ithout wishing-to-distress you or to discourage you from making 
anyturther coritr±btroriwtu Pvun 1-111ay-*-peT ps- rnmeTt----orr just one 
other passage. I am not competent to make any observations on the medieval - 
part of your history but I am somewhat interested in what you have to say 
about the Wesleys on page 4.Although I-would not propose myself as a guardian, 
of the Methodist conscience(albeit that I do happen to have a little job in  
the library of the New Room) and indeed am not a Methodist,t -hat particular.. 
passage well illustrates where you go astray. 	 - 

The whole time-scheme is fuzzy.--our old lady. of- 1910 just could 
not"remember" over two hundred years. It was 'folk-memory' or popular 
malefaction that coloured her remarks.Again I am a little dubious about. 
John Wesley leading the singing of hymns outside the church to drown the 
sermon s . To the end of his days John Wesley regarded himself as belonging 
to the Church of ingiand.They did not (neither Charles nor John) go in for 
silly counterblast demonstrations.They stood up for themselves when spurned, 
harrassed or persecuted but that is a different matter. Anyway here you 
can do something better than report this unusual form or' devotional 
observance "according to rumour". John left . a cnsderab1e . amount of 
writing behind him and I would suggest that' you look ,at his journals 
(preferably the Curnock edn.of 1931) and see what he says about your village 
and then mark that place in your text by a superior number- Which comment 
brings me at last to what I was enjoined to comment upon.- - - --- 

All your references appear at the end 'preflxed by an L but 
nowhere in the text is it made clear that suCh-and-sUCka reference should 
be consulted at that point to throw further light on yir narrative.Let us 
go through them iery quickly:- 

L27 	No author of article (or is it S.Southern)'.'University of 
Bristol Spelaeological Society Jril,",I imagine. vol.4 no.2 if you like but 
better give page or pages. 

L37 	The word "Roman"  is irrelevant. Avon Past no.1,. 'Vl.Costen. 
Bate of journal missing and anyway the whole thing should be 1n reverse order, 

L.6 What IS "Orpheus" in this connection? I  imagine the reference 
is to a book and,if so,we should have publisher,place of oublicat,ion(if other 
than London) and date 

L.12 "Edwy" obviously links with the first paragraph of your 
page 2.That is where your reference number should be-here you go to other 



extreme of learned abbreviation resulting in obfuscation for Some 
who may not share your acquaintance with the 1iteratue0V.C,H0Imay 
not be familiar to everybody. 1or the first such reference I suggest 
either putting it in full or else Vict0County  Hi.(Sornerset), followed 
by date and possibly incorporating name of editor. Ihe way you have it 
"Edwy" looks like the author of the book or the article and it looks as 
if vo102 of the whole V.C.MO' was devoted to Somerset 

L.15 "S-R- " .L suppose that since 1947 nobody will think of 
"Southern Railway" but why not just expand it to Som.Record Soo, vo107, 
and give date and as it is Appendix I perhaps state pages 

L.26 . See comment on  L.12 
.6 .32 	Where are the Egerton ±apers? 
j,.3. 	ve do not want date at the beginning.Coliinson(Jo), History 

of Somerset, voL.3 -- then date—then page humber. 

.i.19 here .L take it we are dealing 	th your .lack Death statistics 
apropos of the Bath and Wells diocese. A

wi
part from the two trivial points 

that a figure of ",Per cent appears on page 	of my copy which I 
have just taken from the shelf,all we are missing is Dr.Uouiton's 
initials (G..G.) and either "C.U 0i, 1939"  or "Cambridge Univ. , 1939". 
University presses can be cited to show 'Oxford'or'Carnbridge' and not 
after the name of the press (since the place of publication appears 
in the title of the press) as is usual. 

11.25. The word "Survey" can come out-you have the document reference 
which is enough. 

L.19. Is this another Somerset Record Society publication? If so 
please give author's initials,exact title and series reference. 

]i23 Davis (G0 ), Newton and Corston coal, BIAS Jn1 0 , 19779  pp.?....? 
and wa s that exactly 1&r.Davis's title? I remember the article but I feel 
that that was not exactly what it was called. However I may be wrong. 

L320 I am not 'up' on Southey but the whole episode is mentioned by 
Dr.Basil Uottle in a publication just recently issued. See Cottle(3,), 
Robert Southey and Bristol, Hist.Assoo(Bristol Branch), Bristo1 9190 9 p0l. 
I must confess to knowing nothing of Southey's "Retrospect" but you make 
it look as if the publication was by a Mr.Flower, concerning Mr.Flowei's 
life and published by Robert-Southey  I assume it is a volume of 
autobiography by Southey and,if it went through more than one edition 
you should spec 

L0290 This I imagine is the "history in words an d music" you refer 
to on page 1 of your article. If so why does that reference Come last in 
your list? I imagine it has not been published and you should therefore 
state that it is either a typescript or a manuscript and state where a 
copy has been placed. 

Note. 

	/esaccribed 
1: I feel that the whole story is suspect anywas  relating 

to Wesley.Admittedly he had what may euphemistically be 	as 
'certain tendencies' but I do not believe that he was inclined to 
common rape which is what your account half suggests.If you really 
want to go into the business there is a book by one Gordon Rattray 
Taylor which examines the matter ofWesley's sexual inclinations 
as sublimated in the wording of his hyms.I do not wish to giveyQy 
the wrong impression if I say that I found it 'stimulating' .Having 
just finished this long letter on bibliographical exactitude I must 
confess to having forgotten the name of the book. What is more to the 
point is that this kind of bogeyman threat was quite common amongst 
ordinary folk. In  medieval times there was Herne the Hunter,at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century it was Napoleon,during the 
first World War it was the Kaiser and then,more recently, Hitler ,, 
The wolf in the Red Riding Hood story is a transferred version of the 
same idea and probably older than Hern,.e the Hunter-John Wesley is 
a new candidate for inclusion so far as I know and somehow I do not 
feel happy about recruiting him to the ranks. I  think  I can see how 
the story may have arisen hut,apart from all other considerations, 
you have no firm grounds and you could offend people by including it. 

Yours sincerely, 

C.J.SPITTALO 


